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CHAPTER 5: MARKING SYSTEMS

Date:

A breach lane extending through a low-threat area.
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1. Approved marking systems
Boundaries between all designated areas, lanes and points should be marked at all Task sites.
This is achieved using either marking pickets or painted stones. Markers are also used to record
the extent of internal QA checks within the working areas.
Practical Task site marking varies according to the ground conditions and the level of vegetation
at the site. Wood or metal pickets with coloured paint on the top 20cms are commonly used in
areas where they can be driven into the ground. In areas with stones, packed earth, tarmac or
concrete, painted stones are more practical and are easily seen as long as surrounding vegetation
is removed.
Combined picket, stone, and tape marking systems are permitted at Task sites as long as the
marking is always easily visible and all staff and visitors know what the marking and colours
mean.
When deminers deploy to a Task, their supervisors assume responsibility for safety in that
SHA/CHA. On arrival, the Task perimeter may not be marked, or existing marking may need to be
repaired and improved. Task perimeters should be marked whenever there is a possibility of
people moving into the area. Perimeter marking requirements are detailed in Chapter 4 of these
SOPs.
There are four main reasons why marking at a Task site must always be accurately placed and
easily visible:
1. to ensure that it is always obvious to everyone which areas are safe and which may be
hazardous;
2. to ensure that the management and control of safe-area assets is organised and
disciplined;
3. to provide an accurate basis for the mapping of separate Task areas; and
4. to allow informed analysis of mine laying in the area by showing where each mine/ERW
was discovered.
Permanent marking ensures that when the Task is Released, the end-users can be shown what
areas have been processed, and which parts of a Task have been processed in different ways.
The Task Supervisor, Platoon Supervisors, Platoon Commanders and Section Leaders must
ensure that all marking follows the requirements in these SOPs and that there can never be doubt
or confusion about the line dividing the Cleared from the uncleared area. When MDD, EOD or
Mechanical Team Leaders are present, they share this responsibility.
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2. General marking
The marking that may be used is described below. Painted pickets, painted stones and flags may
all be used at appropriate times.

2.1

Base-sticks

The base-stick is used to mark the boundary of safe and dangerous ground at the front of the lane
where the deminer works.

10cm

100cm

10cm

The base-stick should be straight and 1.2 metres long. The centre should be painted red and the
last 10cm on each end should be painted white. The stick forms the boundary between the
searched and the unsearched ground. The white ends remind the deminer to Clear the overlap
that is necessary for safety.

NOTE: The base-stick must never be stepped over at
any time. Any person stepping over the basestick must be disciplined.
The deminer shown cutting undergrowth in the
photograph on the right should be withdrawn
from the minefield and disciplined or dismissed

Preferred base-sticks have a fabric tape attached to both ends. The tapes are 5.5 metres long and
marked with a permanent marker pen at 25cm, then at every metre. Both sides of the tape should
be marked. The free end should be sewn into a loop so that it can be looped over a marking
picket.
As the deminer works, he/she rolls the base-stick forward, unwinding the tape. The marks show
where every side-of-lane marker should be placed and the overall length reminds the deminer that
a five metre long lane should be widened with a new lane alongside it.

The tapes are rolled inside square retainers. This prevents the base-stick rolling out of position
and keeps the two rolls of tape one metre apart. The square retainers must be attached to the
stick using glue and wooden pegs. No metal fixings can be used because the metal-detector is
used under and around the base-stick.
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2.2

Search-head advance sticks

Search-head advance sticks are flat pieces of wood marked with lines marked on both sides. On
one side the lines are at intervals equal to half of the search-head length. On the other side, the
lines are at intervals equal to one third of the search-head length. The shorter search-head
advance must be used when minimum metal mines are expected in the area.

Because detector search-heads have different dimensions, these sticks must be made to suit and
detector and should be stored in the detector case.
Search-head advance sticks remind the deminer about the maximum amount he/she can move
the search-head forward on each sweep. They also allow the supervisor to see whether the
search-advance is appropriate.
The use of search-head advance sticks is not essential when deminers are experienced and
known to be reliable.

2.3

Start/Finish markers

Start/finish markers are pickets or stones that are painted yellow. They are used to mark the point
at which the deminer starts and finishes work each day. This allows the Section Leader to QA the
area Cleared that day and to accurately record the progress of work.
When the deminer starts work he/she has two start/finish markers inside the Cleared area at the
place where work will begin. When he/she finishes work, he/she moves one marker forward to
mark the end of the area Cleared. When the Section Leader has completed QA of the area,
he/she moves the Start marker beside the Finish marker, ready for the start of the next day.
When deminers move from lane to lane in a day or are engaged on spot tasks, the Start/Finish
pickets may not be used. The Section Leader must then record all of the areas worked and
ensure that QA is conducted over those areas.

2.4

Section-picket – road Clearance

A section-picket may be necessary when Clearing roads and verges. It is a 1.2 metre long picket
with the top painted red and white (as shown in Part 3 of this Chapter), or with a red flag attached.
It is used at the ends of the section of road or verge that is to be Cleared. This picket indicates the
extent of the working area. Flags should be preferred in dusty conditions.

2.5

Marking tape

Marking Tape can be used between pickets to make an obvious visual line between Cleared
areas and the SHA.

It may also be used underneath stones when painted stone markers are used.
Tapes can be plastic or woven material to allow re-use. They may be red and white striped or
white. Tape can also be used to close a lane when no further work is being conducted in that lane.
The lane is closed by tying tape between the two Hazardous area pickets at the start of the lane.
The other end of a closed lane should be marked with lane-closure pickets.
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2.6

Mine warning signs

The International mine warning sign should be used as the recognized sign marking the perimeter
of an SHA/CHA unless the NMAA dictates otherwise. The unmarked side of the sign must face
the inside of the SHA/CHA and the marked side must be visible from the outside of the SHA/CHA.
Triangular or square signs can be used.
The minimum size of a triangular mine warning sign should be 20cm x 20cm x 28cm. The
minimum size of a square warning size should be 25cm x 25cm This size is intended to ensure
that it is easily visible at a distance of 50 metres.
28cm

DANGER MINES

20cm

20cm

Text should be in the appropriate local languages.
Mine Warning signs vary considerably in different countries. The conventions approved within the
country of operation should be used.

While a red background is common, it is not always used.
Some signs are painted on sheet metal and some are made of concrete, but most are printed onto
a light and weatherproof corrugated plastic.
The signs used should not be made using materials that encourage theft.
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3. Marking with pickets
Pickets are generally made using available wood or metal. Natural wood is generally preferred
because it is cheaper and less likely to be stolen when left unattended. When natural wood is not
available, square-section lengths of wood should be purchased and cut to length. One end should
be sharpened to make it easier to hammer the picket into the ground. The other end should be
painted over the last 20cm. The different colours indicate how the picket is used.
Variations of length and colour may be used as long as all staff fully understand the system in
use.
The colours and approximate lengths for pickets should be as follows:

1

2&3

4

5

1. Hazardous Area picket
2. Corner picket
3. Lane closure pickets
4. Lane marking picket
5. Discovered AP mine picket
6. Discovered AG mine picket
7. Discovered AT mine picket
8. Discovered ordnance picket
9. Section Leader QA picket
10. Platoon Commander QA picket
11. Reference pickets
12. Semi-Permanent Marking picket
13. Start finish pickets
14. Section picket (road Clearance)

6

7

8

9

10

Red topped
Red topped
Red topped
Red topped
Blue topped
Blue with red stripe
Blue with yellow stripe
Blue with black stripe
Black with white stripe
White with black stripe
White topped
Red topped
Yellow topped
White/red tipped, with flag

11

12

13

14

1.2m
0.6m
0.6m x 2 crossed
0.3m
0.6m
0.6m
0.6m
0.6m
0.6m
0.6m
1.2m
1.2m steel (may be concreted)
0.6m
1.2m

NOTE: Whenever a Task is suspended for a long period of time, the perimeter of any remaining
SHAs should be marked using No.12 pickets set into concrete.
When an AP mine is found and removed or destroyed, the place where it was found should be
marked with a blue topped picket. When an AT mine or other ordnance is removed or destroyed,
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the correct colour picket should be placed where they were found. By using coloured markers on
the positions of mines and ERW, the Supervisors can see whether there are any patterns and will
see any obvious gaps that may mean that deeper search is required, or that mines may have
moved.

3.1

Hazardous area pickets

The Hazardous area picket is 1.2m long with the top 20cm painted red. These pickets are used to
mark the boundary between the safe area and the SHA. The pickets should be placed at intervals
of five metre at the base-line with lane marking pickets at every metre in between. When a Task
starts, the side of the start-line that faces the SHA is the base-line. As work progress, the baseline moves forward as areas are demined, QC is completed and parts of the Task become safeareas. Marking tape may be used to link the Hazardous area pickets.

3.2

Corner pickets

Corner pickets are used to mark a turning point on the base-line. The pickets are 60cm long and
the top 20cms is painted red. Two corner pickets/posts are placed 30cm away from, and either
side of, the Hazardous area picket at the corner itself.
Corner pickets should also be used alongside semi-permanent corner pickets to mark Turning
points on the boundary of the SHA.

3.3

Lane Marking pickets

Lane marking pickets are 30cm long and the top 20cm is painted red. They are driven into the
ground every metre on both sides of the Clearance lane in between 1.2 metre hazardous area
pickets which are placed every five metres. Marking tape may be used to link the pickets. When a
Clearance lane is widened to two metres wide, the pickets on the side where the new lane is
being made should only be removed after the adjacent five metre length of Clearance lane has
been QC checked.

The photograph above shows a five metre lane into a high threat area that has been closed off
and a lane alongside it made ready to be extended. Marking may be achieved using tape or
painted rocks when appropriate.
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3.4

Discovered AP blast mine pickets

After the EOD Operative has removed or destroyed the mine, a 60cm picket with the top 20cm
painted blue should be used to mark the place where an AP blast mine was discovered.

3.5

Discovered AP fragmentation (AG) mine pickets

After the EOD Operative has removed or destroyed the mine, a 60cm picket with the top 20cm
painted blue with a red stripe should be used to mark the place where an AP fragmentation mine
was discovered.

3.6

Discovered AT mine pickets

After the EOD Operative has removed or destroyed the mine, a 60cm picket with the top 20cm
painted blue with a yellow stripe should be used to mark the place where an AT mine was
discovered.

3.7

Discovered ERW pickets

After the EOD Operative has removed or destroyed the ERW, a 60cm picket with the top 20cm
painted blue with a black stripe should be used to mark the place where an explosive device (that
was not a mine) was discovered. These pickets should also be used for improvised devices and
booby traps.

3.8

Section Leader QC picket

The Section leader should show that he/she has conducted QC on the work of the deminers
under his/her command by placing a picket with a black top and a white stripe at the extent of the
area checked. When metal-detectors are used, he/she must check for metal contamination over
the entire area Cleared each day. A black stone with a white stripe may be used instead of the
picket.

3.9

Platoon Commander QA picket

The Platoon Commander should show that he/she has conducted QC on the work of the Section
Leaders under his/her command by placing a picket with a black top and a white stripe at the
extent of the area checked. When metal-detectors are used, he/she must check for metal
contamination over the entire area Cleared each day. A white stone with a black stripe may be
used instead of the picket.
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3.10 Reference pickets
White topped reference pickets must be used to mark areas where there is No Known Threat.
These are presumed safe-areas. They are used to mark Access lanes, Administration areas,
Control Points, Paramedic points, Explosive storage areas, Latrines and Rest areas.
When reference pickets are used, this does not indicate that the area outside the pickets has
been Cleared. It means that it has been designated a No Known Threat area.

3.11 Semi-Permanent marking pickets
Semi-permanent marking pickets should be placed around the
accessible perimeter of the SHA/CHA at 15 metre intervals. A
mine warning sign must be attached securely to the pickets at
intervals of not more than 30 metres.
Semi-permanent marking pickets may be made from steel
reinforcing-bar 1.2m long with the top 20cm painted red.
When these signs must be permanent, they must be securely
concreted in place.
Cast concrete versions of semi-permanent marking like those
shown alongside may be used instead. The concrete should
have a high metal content and the shape of the casting should
minimise its usefulness to the local community so that it does
not get stolen.

3.12 Lane closure pickets
Lane closure pickets are red-topped lane marking pickets placed in a cross at the point where the
deminer finishes work at the end of the day. When the ground is exceptionally hard, they may be
placed lying on the ground.

When there is a
discovered mine or ERW
inside the lane, the lane
must also be closed until
the device is removed or
destroyed.
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4. Marking with painted stones
Painted stones should be used instead of pickets whenever ground conditions make it difficult to
hammer pickets into the ground. Usually, when the ground is very rocky, there is not extensive
undergrowth. Any undergrowth must be cut back so that the painted stones are easily visible.
Marking tape may be placed underneath each stone to mark an easily visible line separating the
Cleared area from the SHA/CHA.
Painted stones should not be used unless the undergrowth has been removed.

4.1

Hazardous area stones

Red and white painted hazardous area stones are used at five metre intervals to mark
the boundary between the Cleared and the suspected hazardous areas. The white side
should always face the Cleared area. Painted red stones should be placed at one
metre intervals between them along the boundary of the SHA/CHA.

4.2

Corner stones

Corner stones are used to mark a turning point on the boundary of a SHA. The stones are painted
red. A corner stone should be placed 30cm on each side of the hazardous area stone marking a
boundary turning point.

4.3

Lane Marking stones

Lane marking stones are painted red. They are placed in the ground every 1m at both
sides of the Clearance lane. Generally they should be placed on top of marking tape.

4.4

Discovered AP blast mine stones

Blue stones are used to mark the place where an AP mine was discovered. After the
mine has been removed or destroyed, they should be accurately placed where the mine
was found.

4.5

Discovered AP fragmentation (AG) mine stones

Blue stones with a red stripe are used to mark the place where an AP fragmentation (AG)
mine was discovered. After the mine has been removed or destroyed, the stone should
be accurately placed where the mine was found.

4.6

Discovered AT mine stones

Blue stones with a yellow stripe are used to mark the place where an AT mine was
discovered. After the mine has been removed or destroyed, the stone should be
accurately placed where the mine was found.

4.7

Discovered ordnance stones

Blue stones with a black stripe are used to mark the place where an item of ordnance
was discovered. After the ordnance has been removed or destroyed, the stone should be
accurately placed where the item was found.

4.8

Section Leader QA stones

The Section leader must QA the work of the deminers under his/her command and place a
black stone with a white stripe at the extent of the area checked for each deminer. When
metal-detectors are used, he/she must check for metal contamination over the entire area
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Cleared each day. When the QA is completed, his/her marker stone should be moved forward to
the extent of the area checked.

4.9

Platoon Commander QA stone

The Platoon Commander must QA the work of the Section Leaders under his/her
command and place a white stone with a black stripe at the extent of the area checked for
each Section Leader. When metal-detectors are used, he/she must check for metal
contamination over the entire area Cleared each day. When the QA is completed, his/her marker
stone should be moved forward to the extent of the area checked.

4.10 Reference stones
White stones are used to mark areas where there is No Known Threat. These are
presumed safe areas. They are used to mark access lanes, administration areas, control
points, paramedic points, explosive storage areas, latrine and rest areas. They can also
be used to mark the original start-line when the base-line moves forward as ground is Cleared.
Where white reference stones are used, this does not indicate that the area outside the stones
has been Cleared. It means that it has been designated a No Known Threat area.

5. Task marking for MDD
Marking systems used in the use of MDD are covered in Chapter 8 of these SOPs. Variations may
be used when MDDs trained with another marking system are deployed as long as the variation
does not contradict other Task marking.
In general, MDD marking makes use of the same pickets and stones as manual demining but
uses a base-line tape or rope instead of pickets.

The photograph shows a dog searching along a base-line-rope.
MDD Teams include dedicated deminers who must understand the system in use.
When the MDD Team is used at the same task as manual demining Sections, the Platoon
Commanders must ensure that all staff at the Task are briefed about the differences in marking
and the needs of the MDD Team.
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6. Task marking with machines
Marking systems used when machines are used at a Task are covered in Chapter 7 of these
SOPs. Variations may be used when newly introduced demining machines make it necessary.
Permanent Task marking should not be placed in areas where machines may damage it.
Temporary marking should be used and permanent marking placed when the machines have
finished working in that area.
Start-line or base-line marking may be removed where the machine must have access to the
SHA/CHA but must be replaced as soon as the machine returns to the safe-area.
For enhanced visibility, marker flags should be placed at both ends of the place where start-line or
base-line marking has been removed.
Marking flags may also be used outside the SHA/CHA to mark the places where detonations have
occurred. The way to do this is described in Chapter 7 of these SOPs.
When the machine is used at the same Task as manual demining Sections or MDDs, the Platoon
Commander must ensure that all staff at the Task understand the mechanical marking variations,
and the need to keep at the safety-distance from the machine.

7. Survey marking at Task sites
The markings described here must be used at all demining and Technical Survey Task sites. They
are not used at EOD Spot Tasks.
Survey marking includes perimeter marking of the area processed during demining at a Task.
Perimeter marking is always made in a series of straight lines. The shape that results is often
referred to as a “polygon”. By using straight lines, it is possibly to draw accurate maps and to
easily calculate the number of square metres processed.
Marking is essential for safety during demining and also to provide a permanent record of the
work conducted.
All Task sites should have the following marking:
• Landmark;
• Benchmark;
• Turning points;
• Intermediate points.
These are described in detail below.
NOTE: When marking on paved roads or concrete runways, permanent marking may be
inappropriate. A concrete base should be used to support a semi-permanent marking
picket.

7.1 Landmark
A landmark is a fixed point of reference outside the SHA/CHA. It should be an easily recognisable
and permanent feature such as a road junction, a building or a bridge. The landmark is used to
find the SHA/CHA and the position of the bench-mark easily.
The Landmark must be identified, recorded and may be marked by the Task Assessment team
before demining begins. The co-ordinates of the Landmark must be recorded using GPS. It should
be marked with a sign that is easily visible from 30 metres in daylight.
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The sign must record:
1. The SHA/CHA identification number;
2. The SHA/CHA coordinates;
3. The compass bearing to the position of the bench-mark from the sign;
4. The distance between the bench-mark and the sign.
Normally the sign is attached to a post at 1.5 metres above ground level or attached to a
structure. When necessary, the post should be set into the ground in concrete.
NOTE: Landmark signs should NOT be painted directly onto the side of buildings.

7.2 Bench-mark (BM)
A bench-mark is a permanent fixed point of reference that is used to mark the place from which all
maps of the Task are measured. It should be a short distance outside the SHA/CHA and may be
at one end of the start-line. The bench-mark must be permanent.
Permanent marking is achieved by driving a metal post at least 40cm into the ground underneath
a concrete block measuring approximately 10 x 50cm and 20cm deep.
The block should be marked with:
• BM;
• [Demining group] and the date the BM is placed;
• The Task Identifier;
• The distance to the Start Point; and
• The compass bearing to the Start-Point.
Alternatively, the above information can be welded onto a metal picket that is set into the concrete
block.
A bench-mark should look something like
the drawing alongside.

BM
[Demining group]
Task No....

A metal post should stand in the centre with
a flag attached to make the mark easily
visible. The sign should measure
approximately 20 x 20cm and be attached to
a 1.2 metre metal picket.

50 cm

[DeminingBM
group] Task
GPS
coordinates
31/12/2008

A bench-mark should be white painted
concrete with lettering in black paint .

SP 268° 16 metres
SP 268° 16 metres
50 cm

20cm

The sign erected on the bench-mark must be
easily seen from 30 metres away and from
the Start-point.
The bench-mark should be in position before any activity in the SHA/CHA begins.
When the bench-mark is not placed by the Task Assessment Team, the Team should have
identified where it must be placed and recorded the GPS coordinates in the Task Folder.
The Task Supervisor must ensure that the position of the bench-mark is verified and that it is
permanently marked as soon as staff deploy to a Task.
The bench-mark enables the work done in the SHA to be accurately recorded and provides a
permanent reference. If devices are located close to the SHA/CHA at some time in future, the
presence of a bench-mark will make it easy to prove whether they were inside or outside the
area(s) worked.
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7.3

Perimeter Start-point (SP)

The Start-point (SP) is the place where the marking of the perimeter of the Task begins. The GPS
coordinates of the Start-point must be recorded in the Task Release Plan. The SP should be
visible from the bench-mark.
A sign identifying the Start-Point should be attached to a semi-permanent marking picket.

7.4

TP 02
57 metres
GR:…….

TP 09
74 metres
GR:…….

The Start-point should be numbered 01, and the first
Turning point numbered 02. Each Turning point should
have an Identification number, indicating their position
in a series of Turning points.

40cm

40cm

Before the Task is Released, the Start-Point should be
permanently marked for with a 60cm metal bar driven
40cm into the ground. A concrete block should be built
over the metal bar and painted white. Writing should
be added in black paint indicating direction and distance
to the turning points in both directions.

START
POINT
TP 01

Perimeter Turning points

Perimeter Turning points are places where the direction of the perimeter of the Task changes.
Turning points should be marked on all parts of the perimeter that are safely accessible before
work in the SHA/CHA begins. Their GPS coordinates must be recorded in the Task Release Plan
and will provide the boundary of all Task maps.
When no mechanical assets will need to cross the perimeter later, the Turning points can be
marked with a permanent marker. When the deployment of mechanical assets may damage or
remove the marking later, temporary markers may be used and replaced after the mechanical
processing has been completed.
While the Task is being conducted, the Turning points should be visible from 30 metres. A sign
identifying the Turning point should be attached to a semi-permanent marking picket.
Before the Task is Released, the Turning points should be permanently marked for permanent
reference.
40cm

TP 09
74 metres
GR:…….

40cm

TP 07
37 metres
GR:…….

TP 08
GR:……

The Turning points should be permanently marked
with a 60cm metal bar driven 40cm into the ground.
A concrete block should be built over the metal bar
and painted white. Writing should be added in black
paint indicating direction and distance to the
previous Turning point and the next Turning point
with their coordinates.
Each Turning point should have an Identification
number, indicating their position in a series of
Turning points.

When Turning points mark a division between a an area that is ready for Release and another
SHA/CHA, the side of the turning point facing the SHA/CHA should be painted red.
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7.5 Cleared area Turning points
Cleared area Turning points are placed at all Turning points around those parts of the SHA that
have been processed using manual of MDD Clearance procedures. Their GPS coordinates must
be recorded on accurate maps that are recorded in the Task Release Plan.
Cleared area Turning points should be permanently marked before the Task is completed.
Permanent marking of Cleared area Turning points is achieved by driving a 60cm metal post at
least 30cm into the ground, leaving a further 30cm visible. The visible part of the permanent
marker should be painted red. The visible part should be driven level with the ground after any
external QC has been conducted and the land is ready for handover.
Before leaving a Task, Turning points around the perimeter of the SHA and around the perimeter
of all Cleared areas inside the SHA should be permanently marked on the ground. A final Task
Release map may look like this.
SHA TP 05: GR

SHA TP 04: GR

CA2: TP 03: GR

SHA TP 06: GR
CA2: TP 02: GR
CLEARED AREA 2
CA2: TP 04: GR

CA2: TP 01: GR
CA1: TP 03: GR

SHA TP 03: GR
CA1: TP 02: GR

CLEARED
AREA 1

N
CA1: TP 04: GR

BM

SHA TP 02: GR
SHA SP 01: GR

CA1: TP 01: GR

The red line marks the extent of the original SHA/CHA.
The Green lines mark the extent of the area actually Cleared using full Clearance methods.
Intermediate points have not been marked on the drawing but should always be included in the
actual maps.
The remaining area may have been Reduced, Verified or Cancelled. When parts have been
Reduced using procedures that are not full Clearance, those areas must also be marked on the
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Task map with accurate Grid References recorded for all Turning points. The Turning points
around Reduced Areas need not be permanently marked in the ground.

7.6 Intermediate points
The distance between permanent markers should not be more than 50 metres. When the distance
between Turning points is more than 50 metres, Intermediate point markers should be placed at
50 metre intervals.
Intermediate points should be marked on all parts of the perimeter that are safely accessible
before work in the SHA begins. Their GPS coordinates must be recorded in the Task Release
Plan and will provide the boundary of all Task maps.
When no mechanical assets will need to cross the perimeter at this place later, Intermediate
points should be marked with a permanent marker. When the deployment of mechanical assets
may damage or remove the marker later, temporary markers may be used and replaced after the
mechanical processing has been completed.
While the Task is being conducted, the perimeter Intermediate points should be visible from 30
metres. A sign identifying the Intermediate point should be attached to a semi-permanent marking
picket.
Before the Task is released, all Intermediate points should be permanently marked for permanent
reference. Permanent marking is achieved by driving a metal post at least 30cm into the ground,
leaving a further 30cm visible. The visible part of the permanent marker should be painted red.
The visible part should be driven level with the ground after any external QC has been conducted
and the land is ready for handover.
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